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Marlboro Country Remembered 
Movie theatre advertisement, Frankfurt am Main, Germany 

 

At the movies we sit clutching open beers 

and sweet popcorn, stunned 

by mountain profiles. 

Out there it’s all campfires and rope tricks. 

Space like that can make you dizzy 

when your own horizon stops 

at the concrete torso 

of the building next door. 

 

Like the steely shove 

of a barn door my West rolls back 

to the rodeo mamma next door: 

homemade jeans, sunglasses raked 

into her black roots – 

a glass of wine in one hand, 

a whip in the other. 

My West comes back with the thwuhtt of spit 

by the stock tank 

and dogs trained to worry 

steers’ heels on signal. 

 

Then my head was packed 

with big ideas – 

thoughts wide as Paul Bunyan’s arm span. 

Now they’re pigeonholed 

to fit, and rusty 

as the language I once spoke. 

 

But here I am smoldering. 

Here I am, lit. 
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Hunting Season 

 

County roads churn with hooves 

and haunches. 

Deer throw themselves at cars 

like sailors dizzy 

from Lorelei song 

as if these boulders lined 

the river Rhine 

and the siren trilled magic 

from a bank barn. 

 

This deer, tonight’s near-miss, 

buffs the driver’s side 

of a Subaru before springing 

into the trees. 

It’s an instant. A touching but 

not-quite-meeting: 

the sweep of a stranger’s knuckles 

in the subway, 

a shark’s shadow lanning the water, 

too close, or the invisible fence 

in a blizzard, 

catching a lost body, saving 

by a shoulder’s brush, tickle, grazing. 

 

How startling it is when space 

is not wholly yours 

the way you thought it was. 
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Falling Asleep in a 300 Year-old Industrial Cottage in Derbyshire Surrounded by Star 

Wars Action Figures 

 

Did you know a Storm Trooper Red Eye 

has higher mechanical skills 

than battle skills? 

 

Did you know an Imperial Storm Trooper 

has higher leadership skills 

than intelligence? 

 

Flanked by shelves of Jedi 

a weekend houseguest 

channels Joseph Campbell, says 

 

out loud, in the snug dark 

What about the Non-Hero’s journey? 

Alongside the call to adventure 

are the other calls. 

And someone appears at the right time. 

The enemy with a thousand faces. 

The mentor with a thousand faces. 

The waitress with a thousand faces. 

The Hero doesn’t get 

through anything alone. 

All creators worth their salt know this. 

 


